Lenton Flats, Nottingham
Welcome
Please get involved...
Nottingham City Homes (NCH) has appointed John
Thompson & Partners to work with residents on replanning the Lenton Flats site and designing the new
homes. The process of decommissioning flats and
garages prior to demolition has already begun in
preparation for the first phase of re-building.
The site redevelopment will provide a mix of
apartments and bungalows for over 50’s as well as
family houses.

Drop-in
The Drop-in event on Tuesday 14 August at Thomas
Helwys Baptist Church will provide the opportunity for
residents of the flats to come and meet the architects
and landscape designers who will be designing the new
homes and streets.

Community Planning Weekend
Over the summer we will draw up initial ideas for new
homes and open spaces on the site. These will be
exhibited at the Community Planning Weekend at
Thomas Helwys Baptist Church on 21 and 22 of
September when the wider community will have an
opportunity to give their views on the draft proposals
as well as developing ideas for improving the
surrounding neighbourhood.

Lenton Flats, Nottingham
Who are we?
JTP - masterplanning,
architectural design and
community engagemen T
John Thompson & Partners is an award winning, placemaking practice specialising in
the design of homes and mixed-use developments throughout the UK and abroad.
We use participatory techniques pioneered and honed over two decades to build
collaborative visions for our projects with the very people who will go on to use
them. We are particularly proud that eight of our schemes have received Building
for Life awards – the UK benchmark for excellence in residential-led development,
which is only made to those schemes that can demonstrate a commitment to high
design standards and good placemaking.

GILLESPIES - lANDSCAPE
Gillespies is one of the leading landscape design practices in the UK, specialising in the
design and development of high quality spaces in both urban and rural environments.
Their ethos is to work with the inherent qualities of a site to create distinctive, safe
and beautiful spaces that are valued and improve peoples’ lives and, which ultimately
help to attract inward investment and create sustainable communities.

Lenton Flats, Nottingham
Aims & Objectives

Demolition plan

NEW HOMES AND PLACES

Nottingham City Homes’
Mission is:
‘To deliver excellent services and ‘homes and places where
people want to live’
The demolition of Lenton Flats offers the opportunity to transform the Lenton
neighbourhood through providing new homes and open spaces that meet the needs
of the community.
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As people live longer there is a need to provide good quality affordable homes for
older people. There is also a shortage of affordable family housing in the area.
Homes for older people
The Lenton Flats site can accommodate 54 flats and 16 bungalows for the over 50’s
age group. Some of these will be for residents of Newgate House who wish to stay
in the area. New homes will be built to a high standard and designed to be
adaptable for residents with limited mobility. In order to provide a good quality of
life the environment around homes will be easy to get around for people using
frames and wheelchairs and there will be indoor and outdoor spaces to meet.
Family Housing
Family housing is planned on the remainder of the site in the form of houses on
streets that will connect with existing streets in the area. Play areas for younger
children will be incorporated into the streets and any public open space that is
provided as part of the development.
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Lenton Flats, Nottingham
Analysis & Initial Ideas
LENTON FLATS SITE

The Alley behind the existing garages should be eliminated.
New pedestrian routes should be well overlooked and run along
the fronts of homes.

Church, Shops, Schools,
Existing Community Facilities
Heritage Assets
Elevated Road & Under Pass = Barrier
Distinctive Tree Lined Streets = Precedent
Good Trees Provide Maturity
There are a number of existing trees within the site and the
masterplan should seek to retain these where feasible. The new
layout should aim to improve the biodiversity of the site by introducing
new shrubs and plants and encouraging the cultivation of private
gardens. Maintenance of public spaces should be considered as an
integral part of the masterplan proposals.

Backages
Key Movements
Site Assessment - Key Drivers

